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MODELING THE ROCK BAND AND AUDIENCE INTERACTION

Kevin E Jones & Patricia Atchison

INTRODUCTION With increasing en
thusiasm of bar patrons in the
Un i ted Sta tes, resea rchers need a
general framework to classify com
ponents of interaction to study
musicians as performers in typ
ical bar settings. A model can be
applied to musicians of various
types, by size of unit, and style
and character of mus ic performed.
Style is classed by the musician's
repertoire, such as country, folk
a nd rock, or comb i ned ca tegor i es
like fo Ik-rock and cou n try-rock.
The type of music group in this
study is the 3-member rock band.
The decision to use small rock
bands is from the first au thor's
association with such bands as a
performing member for 9 years, in
amateur, semi-pro and profession
al settings. The second author
suggested the sociological applica
tion, based on participant obser
vation.

DEFINED INTERACTION COMPONENT
The success of musicians per

forming in the typical bar setting
varies dependi ng on whose success
criteria are applied. Three impor
tant groups judge the mus ic ian's
success with respect to any given
performance: 1) management; 2)
patrons; and 3) musicians. Man
agement criteria measure the musi
cian's success in securing patron
age and sales, which are two of
the desired goals of management
and prime motivators in the init
ial solicitation of live entertain
ment. Experience shows that sales
relative to profit is the prime
goal of management, whi Ie patron
age contributes to sales.

For patrons, cri teri a of the mus
i c i an's success are based on tech
nical competence and capacity to
entertain. Technical competence is
the rather mechanistic concept of
the relation between musician and
instrument. Technical competence
includes such dimensions as selec
tion complexity or perceived diffi
culty in playing a given piece,
arrangement complexity, or the
difficulty of synthesizing more
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than one instrument into the play
i ng of apiece, length of the
selection, and execution, or pro
portion of combined technical er
rors to the number of musicians
playing a given piece. With more
than one musician, there is a
form of interactive technical com
petence which is measured in the
execution of arrangement complex
ity. This form of interactive tech
nical competence is cognitive sym
biosis, or in musician's language
"ti ghtness".

Capacity to entertain is an in
teractive concept which deals with
the relation between musician and
pa tron • Capac it y to en terta in i n
cludes such dimensions as humor,
i n tel Iec t , sen sua lit y , a d apt a b iii t Y
selection, conformity in tempo, vol
ume, lyrical content and style to
patron needs, and affective sym
biosis or "togetherness" and soc
ial harmony manifested among per
formers. Technical competence can
only be experienced by hearing,
while capacity to entertain can
be judged through multiple senses.

The criteria on which musicians
determine success are based on
the ability to create and maintain
an audience. In the typical bar
setting, musicians are ~artly obli
gated to the goals of management.
As an employee, the musician can
not ignore management's interest
in patronage and sales. To ignore
management's needs jeopardizes
the musician's chance for future
employment. To the extent that
creating and maintaining a crowd
are directly related to patronage
and sales, they are the criteria
wh ich determi ne success.

A patron is any person within
the bar setting who is not a
member of that bar's management,
nor an emp loyee, nor a member of
the performing party. A crowd in
this case is nothing more than an
aggregate of patrons. An audience
is detached from t he crowd, in
tha t pri mary focus is di rected to
ward the band. The creation of
an audience, by definition, is a
process of directing or redirecting
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FIGURE 1: BAR PATRON TYPOLOGY VIS-A-VIS THE BAND
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FIGURE 2: PRIME R~LATION TO BAND PERFORMANCE IN THE BAR SETTING
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to entertain. Usually the band
cannot make necessary adjustments
in the physical setting at T2.

At T2 the band uses the capac
ity to entertain and technical com
petence to el icit patron response.
Response may take the form of
acknowledgment from the crowd,
or appreciation and legitimacy
from the audience. Using audience
response as an i nd i ca tor of crowd
size relative to audience, the
band alters the direction of its
performance toward an emphasis
on either the capacity to enter
tain or technical competence. The
degree and direction of emphasis
depend on that synthesis of suc
cess criteria as defined by indivi
dual patrons which wi II 1) maxi
mize movement from crowd to audi
ence, or positive movement, and

2) minimize movement from audi
ence to crowd, or negative move
ment, as reflected in Figure 2.

In altering performance to maxi
mize positive movement, the band
necessari Iy commits itself to ad
dressing a broader cross-section
of pa tron types than jus t those of
I istener and follower. Capacity to
entertain includes more aspects
which patrons consider valuable
to band performance. This applies
to more of the pa tron types than
does technical competence. Addres
sing a broader cross-section of
patron types necessari Iy shifts
performance toward emphasizing
capacity to entertain. When a per
formance emphasizes the capacity
to entertain, the band's choice of
playing material must be made on
the basis of selection conformity



hoped wi II be a greater predispo
sition to be entertained. The band
may overcome this problem by a
strong performance. I n other
cases, the problem may be over
come by default. The hustler
might as well enjoy the music if
the potential hustlees are too en
grossed in the music to be hus
tled.

Predispositions held in common
encourage development of a com
mon mood. The band therefore
looks for indicators that will clue
them as to which patron types,
and with them, which predisposi
tions are most common to the set
ting. One indicator used by the
band might be appearance mani
fest in age, sex, clothing, and
hair style.

The band's a ttempts to deter
mine common patron types usually
take place during the initial part
of t he performance. T he band
comes into T2 with a knowledge of
what songs will be played during
the initial part of the perfor
mance, and in what order. These
songs wi II usually emphasize tech
nical competence. Technical compe
tence is stressed because: 1 ) It
is known that it wi II appeal to
at least two patron types, namely
listeners and followers. 2) It is
highly predictable and is thus
something the musician can take
as given in what is otherwise a
highly ambiguous situation. 3) It
has fewer dimensions for the
crowd to criticize than does the
capacity to entertain. 4) It is in
a character inferred from the pro
fessional musician's role, and is
therefore un Ii kel y to a Ii ena te pa t
rons if executed well.

After assessing patron types,
the band assumes the role of key
noter. Keynoti ng is "the represen
tation of a positive suggestion in
an ambivalent frame of reference"
(Turner & Killian 1972). In band
audience interaction, positive sug
gestion is any aspect of the capa
city to entertain, and technical
competence which directs a pat
ron's primary focus in a positive
direction, on-stage. Even though
patrons and band members are in
volved in a mutually supportive
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to pa tron wishes ra ther than sel ec
tion and arrangement complexity.
Consequently, as positive move
ment increases, the smaller audi
ence, which may have initially
considered technical competence as
the most sal ient aspect of perfor
mance becomes an expanded audi
ence increasingly concerned with
how style, tempo and volume re
late to each patron's primary foc
us. Fi gure 2 ill ustra tes the rede
finition process for primary rela
tions among participants.

THEORETICAL FACTORS
The primary relations in the

model have been established with
in the symbol ic interaction per
spective. The theoretical frame
work used to explain these rela
tions comes mainly from collective
behavior theory. Because of the
small group nature of the typical
bar setti ng, an emphasis has
been p Iaced on the emergent norm
approach (Turner & Kill ian 1972).
From th i s poi nt of view, the stud
y of collective behavior need not
be concerned with large groups of
people, nor must it be a response
directed to the solving of some
problem. We are looking at a col
lecti ve orienta ti on and the i nform
al mechanisms whereby the collec
tive focus and decisions related
to it are reached.

In the typical bar setting, pat
rons make up a solidaristic crowd
which has a common objective that
one person alone could not attain.
For a crowd to have a common
object i ve does not necessari I y
mean that each patron has the
same focus or shares the same
reasons to stay in the setti ng.
Crowds with a common objective
have mutually supportive relations
in which the actions of crowd mem
bers are differentiated and supple
mentary. A hustler cannot fill the
hustler role without someone to
hustle.

In addition to differential parti
cipation, patrons arrive at T2
with assorted predispositions, to
hustle, to converse, or to escape.
The band is then faced with the
problem of how these predisposi
tions can be overcome by what is
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the focus of crowd attention. At
the point where a crowd member's
attention is focused primarily on
the band, s/he is no longer con
sidered a member of the crowd,
but has become converted to a
member of the audience.

The complexity of crowd/audi
ence identificaton arises when we
consider that in addition to obser
ving and identifying the direction
of a patron's primary focus as
bei ng on-stage or off-stage, it is
important that the entertainer and
the researcher determ i ne the focus
of attention. Without some sense
of what is drawing a crowd mem
ber's focus, the band's ability to
create and maintain an audience
depends al most total I y on its tech
nical competence, whi Ie the capaci
ty to entertain becomes a kind of
"hit and miss" process which may
or may not aid in directing the
crowd's attention. If the band
can discover sources of patron at
traction in the situation, it can
alter the performance, directing it
toward a broader cross-section of
the crowd and increase the possi
bi I ity of generati ng an audience.

The final task in identifying
interactional components is to con
struct a typology of patrons bas
ed on each individual's primary
focus. Such a typology assumes
that each patron has reasons for
entering the typical bar setting,
for staying, and for leaving. The
typology further assumes that a
patron's reasons for staying in
the bar setting are demonstrated
by his/her focus of attention.
This focus is observed in the per
son's attention to other people
and items within the setting. Pri
mary focus is used as the main
criterion to construct the patron
typology. Patron type categories
are not mutually exclusive. The
types shou Id be i ndependen t and
finite only to the extent that the
researcher can depend on them for
observation and description.

PRIMARY RELATIONS
The primary relations among

management, patron, and musician
as rei a ted to band performance,
are estab I i shed in two tempora I
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zones. At Time One (Tl) the pri
mary relation is between manage
ment and band. At Time Two (T2)
the primary relation is between
band and pa tron • It is necessary
that the management-band relation
precede the band-patron relation,
but the temporal gap between Tl
and T2 will vary depending on
the pairing of a management with
a band. And the proximity of the
participants may vary at Tl.

While the relationship at Tl is
often conducted ina shared set
ting with minimal distance be
tween actors, such as the bar in
which the band is to perform, the
interaction may span remote phys
ical setti ngs by telephone and
mai I contracts. A large spati.al or
temporal gap increases the chance
for significant communicative gaps
to a I ter the performance at T2.

I nteraction between management
and band at Tl confirms and sets
the conditions of an obligation.
Th i s consti tutes a forma I or i nfor
mal agreement that the band wi II
perform at T2. The conditions are
physical and social. Physical con
ditions refer to any aspect of the
bar's arch i tectura I and interior
desi gn tha t mi ght affect the
band's performance, such as tab Ie
and furniture location, stage type
and location, lighting, amplifica
tion equipment and. access to elec
tric power.

Social conditions are ru les that
1) defi ne performance fee, dates,
length and location of employment
and 2) establish certain limits
within which the band wi II be
expected to perform at T2. Negoti a
tions typically favor management
expectations.

The band-patron nexus assumes
the conditions of obligation estab
Ii"shed at Tl, and is directed larg
el y by the cri teri a of success as
seen by each participant at T2.
Whi Ie the role of management does
appear at T2, its di rect effect on
band performance is secondary to
those effects resu I t i ng from the
band-patron relation.
• The physical setti ng affects pat
ron response because physical con
ditions aid or inhibit the band's
technical competence and ~9-pacity

(Concluded on page 138)
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Convert peop Ie through propagan
da or other influences. 3) Force
people to accept the bureaucratic
ideology. Thus, violence is the
undergirding force behind the
myths of efficiency and progress.
• Studies of individual and organ
izational ideological interplay at
this level are scarce by reason of
the system ideologies. This raises
problems regarding the basis of
social order, individual egoism,
pol i tical structures, and bureau
cratic organizations. These prob
lems are of legitimate theoretical
concern at the social psychologic
al level and at the cultural socio
logical level.
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relation, the situation sti II is am
biguous. Except to listeners and
followers, the band constitutes an
ambivalent frame fo reference for
patrons, whi Ie the presence of
varied patron types constitutes an
ambivalent frame of reference for
the band. Keynoting is a trial
and error process in wh i ch the
band tries for a common denomin
ator of tempo, volume, lyrical con
tent, style, and technical compe
tence, which wi II redirect diverse
focus among crowd members toward
one focal point, reducing ambiva
lence.

Ambivalence is resolved when
highly diverse patron focus is re
directed toward one focal point 
the band. The audience becomes
an emergent reference group for
those crowd members experiencing
ambivalence. Audience over time
becomes a patron type when pre
disposed to be entertained. As
the audience expands, it becomes
more normative in character, elici
ting conformity from some remain
ing patrons, and excluding non
conforming others. The result is
the legitimation of the band and
the ma i ntenance of on-stage focus.
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